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October 20, 2010

To whom it may concern:

I would like to extend this letter of recommendation in respect to the services provided by Cole Built Inc. I have recently completed  
a full-scale renovation/restoration of a historical home in Chester, Nova Scotia with the firm.

The scope for the project included, but was not limited to the preparation of comprehensive pricing based on detailed working 
drawings and schedules, facilitation of all permits, coordination with all trades, engineer’s, inspectors and consultants, demolition 
and removal of potentially hazardous materials, rough interior and exterior trim carpentry, new foundations and repair of existing 
foundations, structural work, new plumbing, new electrical, finished wood trim & carpentry, tile and slab work, manufacturing 
‘custom windows, re-using and refinishing existing hardwood, fine painting and landscaping. 

I contracted Cole Built Inc. based on their experience and performance on other projects as well as the overall capabilities of the 
company in general. 

Cole Built Inc. has excelled in all categories, including customer contact, research, safety, adherence to schedule, caliber of 
supervision, quality of materials and workmanship, attention to detail and also of great importance, with price. They have been 
most willing to perform extra work at reasonable pricing while continuing to make critical deadlines in a very fast-paced project. 
Most compelling is the depth of support from the entire company. All employees speak the same language of dedication, 
commitment and customer care. The knowledge and experience they brought to this project was invaluable.

Having worked in the design industry for over 15 year’s, I have had the opportunity to work with numerous Contractors, Builders 
and Construction firms. My industry experience specializing in high-end residential projects has provided my company and me with 
‘a detailed qualification process for selection of contractors and subcontractor of which Cole Built Inc. has either met or exceeded. 
Their performance to date continues to live up to and surpass the high standards we set for our contractors and the projects they 
complete. Their performance is now a basis or model standard by which we judge other contractors. 

The project was highly successful, and Cole Built Inc.’s quality of work was outstanding. The project was not only on time and came 
in under under the anticipated budget, but was nominated and subsequently won the province of Nova Scotia Heritage Build award for 
2010. 

It was a pleasure to work with Greg and Monique Cole and their trades who were well trained, highly professional, and most 
cooperative. During the course of this project, they had terrible weather conditions to contend with yet Cole Built Inc. continued  
to do whatever was necessary to meet the job schedule. 

Based on the above I have the utmost respect for Greg, Monique and their company, and I would wholeheartedly recommend 
Cole Built Inc. for any project forthcoming. I look forward to my next project with them. If you have any further questions feel 
free to contact me at (416) 364-0414.

Sincerely

Philip Mitchell
Philip Mitchell design Inc.


